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Business Conducted on Personal Devices

How do you protect and control sensitive
business information on personal devices?
Providing company-issued devices to employees is expensive. On the
other hand, asking people to deploy mobile device management (MDM)
software on their personal devices may be viewed as intrusive.
At the same time, people are on-the-go and need to instantly access
company data and communicate on business topics from their
smartphones. This results in major challenges related to security, privacy
and control of sensitive business information.

Zero-trust
Granular data enforcement
ensures you do not have to
trust the security practices or
behaviors of others.

Zero-knowledge
No one (including LockDown)
can see your data without
your permission.

Introducing a new standard for protecting and
controlling company data on personal devices
LockDown enables employees to securely communicate and access documents on
their personal smartphones and computers through an easy-to-use app. The
LockDown app is a private collaboration environment that is controlled by the business.
LockDown provides businesses with ability to ensure that only the right people - inside
and/or outside your company - can safely message and share documents. Proprietary
encryption and key handling technologies automatically enforce your security,
permissions and access control policies.

With the easy-to-use LockDown app, you can:
 Utilize powerful technology to enforce your policies, rather than only relying on
agreements or blind trust.
 Provide access to information to specific people and for specific periods of time and you can revoke access at any time.
 Control whether data can be forwarded, printed, edited, copied or downloaded/
exported.
 Track who views your documents, as well as when and how often, in real time.
 Instantly and permanently remove access to all data at any time.

You no longer have to choose between protecting your data and sharing it.
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